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Abstract. This article presents analysis of inverse dynamics of a serial manipulator in milling 
process. With the exception of positioning accuracy issue, machining by robots have more 
advantages than by conventional CNC milling machines, due to higher flexible kinematics 
(many links and degrees of freedom) and larger working space. Therefore, motion of the robot 
links is more complicated. Process forces and complicated motion involve to difficulties in 
solving dynamic problems of robots. This affects the robot control to match machining 
requirements. This article utilizes the transformation coordinates and the homogeneous 
transformation matrices to analysis of kinematics and dynamics of the robot. In general, cutting 
forces are determined by using empirical formulas that lead to errors of cutting force values. 
Moreover, the cutting forces are changing and causing vibration during machining process. 
Errors of cutting force values affect the accuracy of the dynamic model. This paper proposes an 
algorithm to compute the cutting forces based on the feedback values of the robot's motion. The 
results of kinematic and dynamic simulation of the computing program and calibrating cutting 
force prove intuitively and reliably validation of the proposed method.    
Keywords: machining robot, milling, dynamic analysis, cutting force, calibration. 
Classification numbers: 5.3.8, 5.3.5. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Because of many advantages, demands of applying robots in machining operations have 
been strongly increasing [1 - 5]. Thank to flexible kinematic structure with many degrees of 
freedom, robots are able to reach to any difficult orientation and position of an end-effector that 
match different technical demands. Robots are programed to perform various machining 
operations. These advantages enable robots to machine favourably variety of parts, from simple 
shapes and average accuracy to complicated shapes and high accuracy, such as polishing, 
grinding and de-burring, and milling. 
Beside the advantages, there are difficulties and challenges that being addressed to use 
robots for machining tasks [2, 6]. Firstly, due to a large number of links, motion of the last link 
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or the end-effector is a combination motion of the privious links. To perform spatial complex 
motion of the end-effector, robots need to have 5 to 6 degrees of freedom, including at least 3 
revolute joints to ensure the end-effector is able to reach to arbitrary orientation. Therefore, it is 
difficult to determine motion of the end-effector; the formulas of the angular velocity and 
acceleration are cumbersome. As a result, it is hard to derive and solve the complicated 
kinematic and dynamic equations, except that they are performed by automatic computing 
program.  
Cutting forces are significant influential elements in the dynamic equations of the robots. 
The accuracy of computation process forces affects the accuracy of motion control of the robots 
in machining tasks. It is hard to compute precisely process force values, due to process force 
values denpend on materials, cutting parameters, dynamic properties of the robots. Cutting 
forces are often calculated by empirical formulas in engineering handbooks that lead to 
remarkable errors. It is able to use measuring force sensors to improve accuracy of cutting force 
calculation in the differential equations of motion. This approach increases complexity of the 
control system and product cost as well.   
The serial chain and open loop structure leads to the low structural stiffness of robots that 
cause some deformations of robot joints and links. Especially, material heterogeneity, changes of 
the cutting process parameters and discontinuous cutting of cutting tooths creat frequent 
variations of process forces that generate chatters and errors in machining processes. 
A large number of studies have been carrying out to cope with the difficulties and 
challenges to enable high performance of robots in machining tasks. The authors in [7] has 
proposed a method to design trajectories and analyze dynamics of robot in machining. The 
works in [8,9] present a general method to derive differential equations of motion; meanwhile, in 
[9], the calibration of cutting forces is briefly mentioned. The analysis of control problems and 
process forces of robots are investigated in [10 - 12]. 
This paper uses transformation coordinates and the homogeneous transformation matrices 
to express positions and orientations of the robot links. This enables to derive and solve 
automatically kinematic and dynamic equations that match favourably machining performance 
of the robot.   
To calculate process force values in the differential equations of motion, [8,9] use the 
empirical formulas, cutting force values is estimated in average. However, as mentioned, the 
process forces vary by many causes, one of the causes is chatter or vibration, which are 
presented in many studies, such as the works presented in [13 - 15]. The average cutting force 
values that are defined by the empirical formulas exist remarkable errors. This paper presents the 
analysis of dynamic model that includes changing of cutting forces in machining process. 
Process forces are functions of time and calculated by time. In addition, although calculating by 
time, there are errors of cutting force values, becauce of relative accuracy of the empitical 
formulas. The method of computing errors to calibrate cutting forces is presented in this paper. 
This paper is constructed into six parts including introduction, robot kinematics, deriving 
differential equations of motion, computing inverse dynamics, algorithms to calibrate cutting 
forces, computing illustrations and simulations.  
2. ROBOT KINEMATICS  
This paper investigates a model of a serial and six degrees of freedom manipulator that 
employs form-shaping machining of part’s surfaces. Figure 1 shows the kinematic diagram of 
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the robot that consists of 6 movable links connecting to a fixed base, and a clamping device 
which is used to clamp workpieces. The links of robot are notated LK0 (the fixed base), LK1, 
LK2,…, LK6 (the end-effector), respectively. B is notation of the clamping device. 
 
Figure 1. Kinematic diagram of the machining robot. 
2.1. Kinematics of form-shaping machining of robot   
According to the form-shaping theories [16], to carry out form-shaping motions, tool paths 
need to be determined, as path L of Figure 2. The cutter moves along the tool paths to fulfill 
machining tasks. Suppose that geometrical parameters of machining surfaces and tool paths are 
determined and expressed in a frame. This frame is often attached to its locating base, is called 
the workpiece frame, and notated as Odxdydzd (as shown Figure 2).    
 
Figure 2. The workpieces, the tool path, the tool frame. 
To express the tool paths in the workpiece frame, an orthonormal frame that have three 
orthogonal axes, called the workpiece trihedron to distinguish with the workpiece frame, 
denoted as Ofjxfjyfjzfj (Figure 2). The origin Ofj is located at the point j on the tool path. The 
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orientation of the workpiece trihedron is defined to ensure the axis xfj is tangent line of the tool 
path, zfj is normal line of the tool path, yfj is chosen so as to complete a right-handed frame. 
Therefore, the workpiece trihedron characterizes geometrical shapes of the machining surfaces 
and the tool paths. Notation of position and orientation parameters of the workpiece trihedron 
Ofjxfjyfjzfj with respect to the workpiece frame are xj, yj, zj, j, j, j, respectively. The workpiece 
trihedron is represented in the workpiece frame by the homogeneous transformation matrix 
d
Afi. 
T
d d d d d d d
fi fi fi fi fi fi fip x , y , z , , ,                                                                            (1)  
 
   d d d d d d d dfi fi fi fi fi fi fi fid
fi i
T
C , , r x , y , z
A q
0 1
   
  
  
                                             (2)  
The world frame is O0x0y0z0. The workpiece is located on the clamping device; the position 
and orientation of the workpiece frame Odxdydzd with respect to the world frame, are determined 
by general coordinates 
0
xd, 
0
yd, 
0
zd, 
0αd, 
0βd, 
0ηd, and expressed by matrix 
0
Ad. Producting the both 
sides of (2) to 
0
Ad, we obtained the equations that express the workpiece trihedron with respect 
to the world frame O0x0y0z0.  
   
   0 d d d 0 d d dfi fi fi fi fi fi fi fi0 d 0 d d
fi fi d fi fi
T
C , , r x , y , z
A p A A p
0 1
   
   
  
                  (3)  
Applying the accompanying trihedron method [7, 17, 18], the cutting area on the cutter is 
characterized by an orthonormal frame, notated as OExEyEzE, called the tool trihedron or the tool 
frame. Notation of position and orientation parameters of the frame OExEyEzE with respect to the 
workpiece frame are 
d
xE, 
d
yE, 
d
zE, 
dE, 
dE, 
dE, expressed by vector 
d
pE. The expression of the 
tool trihedron with respect to the workpiece frame is the homogeneous transformation matrix 
d
AE. 
T
d d d d d d d
E E E E E E Ep x , y , z , , ,                                                                 (4)  
                           
   d d d d d d d dE E E E E E E Ed
E i
T
C , , r x , y , z
A q
0 1
   
  
  
    (5)  
The expression of the tool trihedron with respect to the world frame is the matrix 
0
AE. 
   
   0 d d d 0 d d dE E E E E E E E0 d 0 d d
E E d E E
T
C , , r x , y , z
A p A A p
0 1
   
   
  
              (6)  
From robot kinematic point of view, the matrix of (6) expresses poses of the tool in the 
operational space. The components of 
0
AE are functions of the operational vector 
d
pE (4). 
Depending on geometrical shapes of machining surfaces, there are requirements of relative 
position and orientation between the tool trihedron  and the workpiece trihedron, to guarantee 
the tool move along the tool paths. In the case of special surface form-shaping, the two frame 
must coincide. Therefore, the matrix 
d
AE from (6) is determined by (3), we obtained: 
   0 d 0 dfi E E fiA p A p                                                            (7)  
Using the presented frames and transformation matrices, combine with equation (7) to 
describle form-shaping kinematic of the robot:   
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- At every instant time, motion of the robot moving the cutting tool ensures that the tool 
trihedron matches (7).  
- The velocity of the tool with respect to the machining surface is expressed by the velocity 
of the tool trihedron with respect to the workpiece frame. 
2.2. Kinematic equations of the robot 
To determine the frames and compute the homogeneous transformation matrices, Denavit-
Hartenberg convention is utilized. In Figure 1, the frames are notated as Oixiyizi; I = 0,1,..,6; 
correspoding to the links: LK0, LK1, .., LK6; in which the frame O0x0y0z0 is the base frame.  
The frame that is attached to the end-effector, as mentioned above, is the tool trihedron 
OExEyEzE. To simplify the expressions and remain generality, the frame that attached to the 
clamping device is chosen as the workpiece frame when the workpiece is clamped on the 
clamping device, Odxdydzd. 
The joint coordinates are q1, q2,..,q6: 
   
T T
1 6 1 6q q ,..,q ,..,                                                                    (8)  
The Denavit-Hartenberg homogeneous transformation matrix between the two coordinate 
frames of the two consecutive links (from frame i-1 to frame i) is notated by 
i-1
Ai. Therefore,      
i-1
Ai represents position and orientation of the frame i with repect to the frame i-1, i=1,..,6. The 
elements of matrix 
i-1
Ai are functions of the joint coordinate qi. 
Possition and orientation of the tool frame OExEyEzE with repect to the coordinate frame of 
the end-effector are determined by the general coordinates 
6
xE, 
6
yE, 
6
zE, 
6αE, 
6βE, 
6ηE, and 
represented by matrix 
6
AE. 
  Possition and orientation of the clamping coordinate frame (the workpiece frame) 
Odxdydzd with repect to the world frame are determined by the general coordinates 
0
xd, 
0
yd, 
0
zd, 
0αd, 
0βd, 
0ηd, and represented by the matrix 
0
Ad, as given above. 
Considering the kinematic chain: 
The world frame  the robot’s link frames  the tool frame. 
Applying Denavit-Hartenberg convention of homogeneous transformation matrices, we 
obtained the matrix 
0
AE(q), which represents the position and orientation of the tool frame with 
respect to the world frame.  
     0 0 1 5 6E 1 1 2 2 6 6 EA A q A q ... A q A                                                 (9)  
From the robot kinematic point of view, the matrix in equation (9) represents the cutting 
tool’s pose complying with the robot kinematical structure, and expresses in joint space. 
Due to (6) and (9), we obtain kinematic equation in matrix form (10). 
       0 d d 0 1 5 6d E E 1 1 2 2 6 6 EA A p A q A q ... A q A                               (10)  
The left side of (10) is a function of the operational coordinate vector 
d
pE. The right side of 
(10) is a function of the joint coordinate vector q. 
Direct kinematic problem 
To determine the position and orientation of the cutting tool with respect to the workpiece 
that is expressed by (4), the direct kinematic problem is analyzed. The joint positions, angular 
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velocities, angular accelerations can be measured by sensors. Rewrite equation (10) into the 
following form:  
       d d 0 1 0 1 5 6E E d 1 1 2 2 6 6 EA p A A q A q ... A q A                                     (11)  
The right side of (11) is completely determined, so that solving (11) to compute the 
coordinates, velocities and accelerations of the end-effector and the cutter, this is a common 
problem. 
Inverse kinematic problem 
The inverse kinematic problem is a significant problem of form-shaping machining. 
Demanding to determine the joint coordinates and its derivatives, or determine motion of the 
links to guarantee requirement of the form-shaping motion. 
When analyzing inverse kinematic problem, the operational coordinates (4) that are 
determined by (1) has been computed. Rewrite equation (10) into the form of nonlinear algebraic 
equations: 
 f q,p 0                                                                   (12)  
Here, the set of the equations includes six equations: 
 
T
1 6f f ,...,f                                                               (13)  
q is the joint position vector, expessed by (8), p is the operational coordinate vector  
d
pE,  
expessed by (4). 
To solve the inverse problem of joint velocity and acceleration, it needs to determine the 
tool velocity along the tool path, which is determined by the requirements of form-shaping 
machining engineering.  Suppose that from the requirements of velocity and acceleration of the 
tool moving along the tool path we computed derivatives of the operational coordinates (4) in 
(14), (15). 
                  
T
d d d d d d
E E E E E Ep x , y , z , , ,                                                          (14)  
T
d d d d d d
E E E E E Ep x , y , z , , ,                                                          (15)  
Carring out first and second derivatives of equation (13) with respect to time t (16), (17), 
(18), respectively, we obtained the relative velocities and accelerations of the links (19), (20). 
q pJ q J p       (16)  
q p
f f
J ;     J
q p
 
  
 
     (17)  
q q p pJ q J q J p J p        (18)  
1
q pq J J p
       (19)  
1
q p p qq J J p J p J q
      .    (20)  
3. DYNAMIC EQUATION OF ROBOT 
The Lagrange equations of the robot in matrix form can be expressed as follows (21): 
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M(q)q C(q,q) G(q) Q U                                               (21)  
here: M(q) – is the mass matrix, which is computed as (22).  
 
6
T T ci
Ti i Ti Ri ci Ri
i=1 6×6
M(q) J m J +J Θ J
 
  
 
    (22)  
ci
Ti
r
J
q



       (23)  
i
i
RiJ
q
 


       (24)  
where rci is the coordinate vector of the center of mass of link i, 
ii is the angular velocity of link 
i, expressed in the frame i [19]. 
In (22), mi is the mass of link i; JTi is the translation Jacobian matrix of the coordinate 
vector of the center of mass of link i, expressed with respect to the joint coordinates (23); JRi is 
the rotation Jacobian matrix of the angular velocity vector of link i, expressed with respect to the 
derivatives of joint coordinates (24); ci
ci  is the inertia tensor of link i about the center of mass 
Ci, expressed in the frame which is attached to Ci. 
The position of the center of mass of link i, angular velocity of link i can be computed by 
following the kinematic problem. 
 C q,q  is the general force vector of coriolis and centrifugal forces (25), (26), (27). 
   
T
1 2 6C q,q c ,c ,..,c      (25)  
 
6
j k l
k,l 1
c k,l; j q q

      (26)  
  kj lj kl
l k j
m m1 m
k,l; j
2 q q q
   
       
   (27)  
with (k,l;j) is Christofel notation. 
G(q) – is the vector of general forces of the gravitational forces (28), (29). 
   
T
1 2 6G q g ,g ,..,g      (28)  
j
j
 g
q



      (29)  
U – is the vector of general forces of the driving forces (30), (31). 
 
T
1 2 6U U ,U ,..,U      (30)  
     i iU          (31)  
here, i is the driving torque of joint i. 
Q(q) – is the vector of general forces and torques of nonconsevertive  forces, such as cutting 
forces, acting forces, etc. In this paper, we only consider cutting forces.  
The cutting forces are determined by an empirical formula corresponding to a certain 
machining process. Considering a use case which is shown in Figure 3, where presents cutting 
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forces of an end mills in down milling process. From Figure 3, the cutting force can be 
expressed in the workpiece frame or in the tool frame. Fc is denoted the cutting force component, 
Mc is denoted the applied moment. On the other hand, from (9) we can compute the Jacobian 
matrices by using (32).  
E E
Fc Rc
r
J ;    J
q q
 
 
 
                                                      (32)  
wwhere rE is the locating vector of cutting point E of the tool's cutting edge, E is the angular 
velocity of the end effector. 
Thus, we can express the vector of general forces of the cutting forces in the robot 
differential equations of motion [19]. 
cT T T T
Fc c Rc c Fc Rc
c
F
Q J F J M J ,J JR
M
 
      
 
                               (33)  
The cutting forces depend on some major parameters such as: depth of cut t, feed rate s, 
spindle speed n, width of cut B, etc. The cutting force components are not constants because the 
material is not homogeneous, and depth of cut, feed rate, etc can be changed on the tool path. 
Besides, because of the cutting tooths positioning on the tool, the cutting tooths do not cut 
continuously, the cutting forces are also not continuous and changing periodically which 
generate vibrations. For simplicity, in [8,9] we chose the average value in the inverse dynamic 
problem to compute the driving forces or torques of the robot.   
To realize a more practical computation method, let us assume that the cutting force 
components consist of an average value and plus an error that is expressed by a function with 
respect to time. In practice, the tool has a certain number of teeth, so that the teeth cut the 
surface periodically, depends on the number of the teeth and spindle speed; we express the errors 
of the cutting forces from their average values by sin functions (34).  
c cF eFsin( t);    M eMsin( t)                                                (34)  
In (34), Fc, Mc  are the deviations of cutting forces that have sin-wave forms. eF, eM – is 
the amplitude, which is half of the difference between the maximum and minimum values of 
cutting forces/moments in a cutting period, depending on the number of the tooths cutting on the 
surface, spindle speed, etc.  - is the frequency, which is computed in each cutting process 
[20,21]. 
The general cutting force deviation is expressed with respect to the joint coordinates as 
follows: 
cT T T T
Fc c Rc c Fc Rc
c
F
Q J F J M J ,J J R
M
 
            
                                    (35)  
The differential equations of motion of the robot with varying cutting forces: 
M(q)q C(q,q) G(q) Q Q U                                                 (36)  
Equation (36) gives a better dynamic analysis when we consider the variation of the cutting 
force in a finite value, which is assumed to be expressed in a sin function. 
4. INVERSE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS  
In the following, we give an example of applying the inverse dynamic model to a down 
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milling process by an end mill. The cutting forces diagram, the workpiece trihedron and the 
cutter are shown in Figure 3. 
The workpiece is the middle housing of a hydraulic pump, using C40 steel, the milling 
surface is a plane with the tool path as shown in Figure 4. 
           
Figure 3. Representation of cutting forces. 
P - Tangential cutting force; Pn – radial cutting force; Px - X-directional cutting force 
Py - Y-directional cutting force; Pz - Z-directional cutting force. 
 
 
Figure 4. Workpiece, shaping path. 
 
The robot in Figure 1 is chosen as the machining robot of The ABB - the IRB 6660 robot. 
Table 1. Denavit-Hartenberg kinematic parameters of the robot. 
Links i di ai i 
1 1 d1 a1 /2 
2 2 0 a2 0 
3 3 0 a3 -/2 
4 4 d4 0 /2 
5 5 0 0 -/2 
6 6 d6 a6 0 
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The kinematic parameters of the robot are given in Table 1 (by using Denavit-Hartenberg 
convention). 
The geometric parameters of the clamping device are given in Table 2, which is determined 
in term of the joint variables, the first 3 elements represent the origin coordinates, the remaining 
3 elements represent the orientation of the workpiece frame with respect to the work frame. 
Table 2. Kinematic parameters of the clamping divice. 
Links xi yi zi αi βi ηi 
0 x0 y0 z0 0 0 0 
B xd yd zd 0 0 0 
Table 3 shows values of some major geometric and kinematic parameters of the robot. The 
table of mass, inetial tensor, the coordinates of the centers of mass, etc. are not presented here, 
because of its cumbersomeness. 
Table 3. Kinematic parameters of the robot. 
a1 d1 a2 a3 d4 d6 
6
xE 
6
yE 
6
zE 
6αE 
6βE 
6ηE 
300 514,5 700 280 1060,24 377 0 0 0 π π/2 0 
Table 4 shows the detail parameters of the workpiece and cutting process. 
Table 4. Milling process parameters. 
Material h Sv vc n L D B 
C40 2,2 0,4 61,14 978 146,3 20 16 
Units of the tables: Length-mm, force-Newton, depth of cut h-mm, n-rpm, feed rate Sv-
mm/rev, velocity vc-m/s. 
All the calculations are performed for milling the assembly surface of the middle housing of 
the hydraulic pump with the parametes given in Table 4. The computation is carried out for a 
milling process following the tool path L which is a circle with radius of 0.09 m.  
Figure 5 shows the form-shaping path or the tool path in the workpiece frame, the results of 
computation of the operational coordinates are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that, the 
machining surface is a plane and the plane of the workpiece frame is coincident with the milling 
plane, therefore the operational coordinates along zd axis and rotation about xd and yd axes are 
equal to zeros.  
Figures 7 and 8 show the joint positions and joint velocities, respectively. Figure 9 shows 
the cutting force, compared between the average values of the cutting force with and without 
considering the vibration effects. Here, we neglected the moments acting about the x and y axes. 
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Figure 5. The form-shaping path.                                Figure 6. Operational space coordinates. 
 
Figure 7. Joint coordinates.                                                          Figure 8. Joint velocities. 
 
Figure 9. Cutting force values: the red lines - average values without vibration,                                                      
the blue line-values with vibration. 
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Figure 10. Driving forces: red-without vibration, blue-with vibration. 
 
The results of inverse dynamic computation are given in Figure 10. The graphs on Figure 
10 show the driving torques of the joints in the two cases with and without considering the 
deviations of the cutting force caused by vibrations. 
5. CALIBRATION OF CUTTING FORCE 
As presented above, computed cutting force values contain errors comparing to the actual 
values, this affects the control process base on the dynamic model. Fortunately, the sensors of 
the control system enable to measure the position, velocity, acceleration of the controled links of 
the robot. Depending on this approach, before we compute the inverse dynamic model to 
determine the driving forces, we carry out a step of cutting force calibration. 
Suppose that the parameters of geometry, kinematics and dynamics of the differential 
equations of motion (21) are accurate. In controlling the robot process, the controller provides 
torque values; the sensors give information of robot motion. 
The differential equations of motion in the form of (21) will become the form of (36) with 
taking into account the deviations of the cutting forces. The component Q of equation (36) is 
the deviations of the general force corresponding to the deviations of the cutting forces. Rewrite 
(36) into (37), the right side of (37) is determined.  
 Q U M(q)q C(q,q) G(q) Q                                          (37)  
Finally, we obtained (38): 
  1R J U M(q)q C(q,q) G(q) Q                                      (38)  
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Equation (38) enables to determine again cutting force values in a single computing step, 
this helps to modify driving torque values in robot control process. 
It is easy to verify the algorithm of cutting force calibration. Assume that the cutting forces 
are calculated as the example in section 4, with average values, not taking into account the errors 
cause by vibrations. The sensors measure the motion as the case of taking into account vibration 
effects. Cutting force errors will be determined by using (38). Figure 11 shows calculated of the 
cutting force errors, which are caused by vibration effects, which are prented in section 4. 
 
Figure 11. Cutting force errors. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper utilizes the method of the transformation coordinates and the homogeneous 
transformation matrices to derive and solve the kinematic and dynamic equations of the robot.  
The proposed method of computing the cutting forces in the differential equations of the 
robot enables analyzing, computing the robot dynamics and driving torques taking into account 
the vibration factors that make cutting forces varying in machining processes. 
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The presented approach of determining and computing of calibrating cutting force values is 
convenient to use and helps to increase the accuracy of cutting force calculation as well as 
control robot motion base on its dynamic model.    
The simulation results verified the validity of the proposed computing algorithms. 
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